
 
 

St Bede’s Catholic Middle School 

“We are God’s children working together to be our best in love, learning, service and worship.” 

Departmental Scheme of Work: DANCE 

Curriculum Intent in Physical Education 

Here at St Bede’s, we have a broad and diverse curriculum catering for all our pupils and allowing them all to find a sport that they might want to take part in during later life. We particularly use 

our sport premium money to target specific groups of pupils to cater for all abilities to allow us to stretch and challenge them. Alongside this we also use the sport premium money to fund teacher 

contact time through PESSCO to enable us to commit to more competition for our pupils every Friday afternoon within the district. This allows us to give pupils chances to try a range of sports as 

well as compete in sports at a district, county and national level. We spend regular meetings discussing links to our feeder schools throughout the year. We focus our PE lessons, particularly at KS3, 

by introducing the GCSE content into our pupils. With year 8 pupils for example we focus on covering muscles and bones of the body during warmups that are both teacher and pupil led. We 

spend our first unit in year 8 looking at leadership and EVERY pupil plans and leads a warm up; producing a sheet where they must label the muscles of the body they are using; this is an example 

of where our curriculum is very ambitious in terms of pupil outcomes.  

We regularly try to signpost our KS3 pupils to the right choices at GCSE and ensure that we try to inform pupils during parents' evenings and report writing what the right choice for them might be.  

After meeting with our feeder high school, we feel that St Bede’s have a huge role to play in inspiring our pupils to take on sport further into high school. This is something that can really help us to 

motivate our pupils when making the transition to high school. When meeting with first school’s we discuss important fundamental skills, we expect all pupils to possess when joining us as well as 

working collaboratively to discuss best teaching in PE lessons. This enables us to develop the child as best as we can from KS1 all the way through KS4 within Physical Education.  

 

Sequencing of 
the Curriculum 

Michaelmas 1 – Hockey, Ind Athletics, Rugby, Badminton, Football, Dance 
Michaelmas 2 – Hockey, Ind Athletics, Rugby, Badminton, Football, Dance 
Lent 1 – Basketball, Gymnastics, Rugby, Badminton, Football, Dance 

Lent 2 – Basketball, Gymnastics, Rugby, Badminton, Football, Dance 
Trinity 1 – Athletics, Tennis, Frisbee, Cricket & Rounders 
Trinity 2 - Athletics, Tennis, Frisbee, Cricket & Rounders 

What knowledge will pupils develop? (Including Key Terminology) What skills will pupils develop? (Including literacy and numeracy) 



 

Lesson Objectives 

Be able to perform new dance material based around a 
stimulus. 

Understand and be able to identify what actions relate to 
particular sports. 

Understand the importance of a warm up before a practical 
lesson. 

Be able to work as a group to choreograph own group 
choreography using chosen images as a stimulus. 

Understand how to develop choreography- choreographic 
devices. 

Keywords 

5 components of Dance- Travel, Jump, Turn, Gesture, Pause Devices of Dance- Levels, Formations, Pathways, 

Pace and Timings. 

Ideas of how parents can support children in this unit 

Practice, repeat and rehearse techniques at home. 

Take child to an see professional Dance performance. 

Encourage pupils to join a Dance troupe/club locally. 

Observe a variety of sports so that pupils can gather ideas based around a variety of stimulus. 

 

Progression 
Model 

 
Pupils take part in a sports dance looking at taking sporting actions and 
putting them into a sequence.  
 
Pupils take key movements and actions learnt from other sports and look 
to put them into a dance motif and routine performing them to music.  
 
They also touch on cheerleading and start to create a fluent routine using 
a variety of key techniques such as high kicks and dance concepts such as 
levels and in cannon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pupils apply learnt actions from other sports and emphasise them more in order 
to make them clear in a routine. Pupils will develop their cheerleading 
techniques making clear arm movements and high kicks.  
 
Pupils will continue to develop their kinaesthetic skills and their ability to 
replicate demonstrations and act of feedback given.  
 
The PE department have a 'Maths & PE ideas' document that staff use for every 
lesson. Every PE lesson staff incorporate maths links in some form whether that 
be using different metric measurements in athletics, adding/subtracting 
team/individual scores or using angles and shapes when discussing formations in 
team games and exploring balances in Gymnastics.  We specifically focus on 
trying to embed SATS terminology within lessons. 
 
Every PE lesson staff incorporate English links in some form whether that be 
explaining concepts during plenaries using different clauses, offering feedback to 
peers using different adjectives or providing detailed reports about the lesson in 
their own time. We specifically focus on trying to embed SATS terminology 
within lessons. 



Be able use professional work as a model and a stimulus. 

Be able to appreciate others performance and choreography, 
providing simple analysis. 

Understand the performance skills and implement them into 
own performance. 

Understand what gestural movement is. 

 

Marking/ Assessment of this unit 

Teacher will give verbal feedback each lesson to encourage and support students in their work.  

Teacher will formally assess the students final sequence and give verbal feedback and a written stage. 

Virtual Curriculum and Extension ideas 

Watch any Dance YouTube clips with a focus on genre of dance and shows exemplary presentation skills.  

Particularly national and international competitions.  

Watch a variety of Youtube clips focusing on different sports and use as stimuli. 

  



Catholic Ethos  

Develop the catholic virtues of: Curious and active, Intentional and prophetic, Learned 

and wise.  

Wider morals of teamwork, fair play and sportsmanship are always encouraged both 

within lesson and during extra-curricular sessions/fixtures.  

 

 

SMSVC 

Develop pupils teamwork, social skills and willingness to succeed. 

SMVSC links with exercise, healthy lifestyles & positive well-being, as well as working as 

a team and getting on with people. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Recap learnt skills from other sports and identify key 

actions to use in performance.  

The PE department regularly cover Science topics and key 

knowledge relating to the body. During a variety of 

lessons year 6 pupils will be encouraged to think about 

what muscles they are using and the effect that exercise 

has on their circulatory system. 

British Values 

Key values are always encouraged through our PE lessons 

such as playing within the rules, valuing every member of 

the team and working with everyone positively and 

developing mutual respect and tolerance of all pupils 

within the class, particularly when working together.  

Careers 

Conversations around careers in Sport, not just 

‘performing’ are always encouraged. Pupils think about 

what other roles there are within the unit such as 

officiating, coaching and scoring.  

 


